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Ths:1476 Presidentical Debates and Pat

1
Purpose of the Study

rns of Political Learning

The 1976 presidential debates have been hailed as the major political.

communication events of the presidential race/Reportedly, an average of 85

.*
million people Watc each Of the three debates w ichtook up a total of

four and a half hours of air time. Several media c,,,entators claimed that

4.
the. debates contributed heavily to political learning and voting aecision-malcing

4,

among those members of the'public.who had not yet macA a presidential choice.
1

,

Along with'the media 'd various pollsters, socia scientists have followed

the debates closely. They have analyzed the effects of he debates on the au-
,

dience, focusing primarily on how the public evaluated t e candidates' performances.

1 .

They have also investigated. whether viewing the debates p duced attitudinal

changes among viewers, and whether .the attitudes resultin from perceptions of "
. .

. .-
. .

the debate hadahy impact on voting intentions.
.

Reselicher hair suggested; for
.,

,, .
.

e*ample,,that the 1976 presidential debates have had a relatively minor tripeCt, '

on the candidate preference and party loyalty of voters.2 It has also been sug-
,

gested that the debates did little

Although many other findings

-
to change the lience of campaign.issues.

3

from debate studies are as yet unreported,

.7
one' can already perCeive4 a number of similarztiessbetween the indiigs from the°4

Foretarter debates andthosefrom.the Kennedy -Nixon debates. Katz and Feldman,

%4 4 .

;.iii Summarizing various findings presented in a reader about the Kennedy-Nixon
A

40

',debates, concluded that the primary effect of the debates was.to reinforce

exAsting...candidatd preferences; there was no significant' difference in atti-

4 4
tudfilaichangelamong viewers and no viewers. These tentative conclusions are

A
i

. .

also supported by the study report in thi #aper.

. fr. e
..Whil.e., these findings are important and of great interest to the public as

t

44/ is%the parties and candidati;'a, ';ore fundamenta*l efgactsof such a
..,1. , '', ' ' ' .

1. d ,

3
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significant political communication e ent -- its tmpact on political learning
.

by the public-- has not received much ttention from reseapchersi. As was caarly

stated by representatives 4f the League of Women Voters which arranged the debates,
0

'

thi majgr rationale for televised,debate was to, help the'public to be birer

# I inforRed about the candidates and their tands on majok issues so that the_

individual voters could make a sound voti: gidecision. .

Evidence from previous studies demonstrates that public awareness. of the

#
. .

tcandidates' views and the parties' stands. various issues increases as a re-
..-

suit of campaigning. ,Ben-Zeev and Whi e fou d that , as 9,0 1960 campaign pro-

gressed, there was a dicline.in the percenta e of people who said that tilt), die
not know where Kennedy stood On issues Tre an and McQuail reported that, re-

,

gardless of party Rreference, awareness of th- parties' positions increased as

a result of the campaign. They also found a s ightly positive correlation (r= 041)

between the number of.political programs view d pn television and the,increase
'A '

in knowledge of the policies of the parties dour ng the 1959 election in'lltitain.
7.

InCreased awareness of the candidates' views w also reported as a by-product

'of the Kennedy-Nixon debates.
8

.
-'4

In this paper% the overall effect of the 197 presidential debdtes on'tAe

public's learning about issues andcandidates.will be explored in the,Aliteidof

general' campaign learning. Further, and more impbrtantly, we have identified

several factors which\Are linked to learning and which explain individuardif-

ferencesin the amount of leirning from the debates. Obviously, learning'isot

a monolithic process. We need-td know under what circumstances it is. likeirto

.

occur and what factors produce differential learning. This study seeks to

contribute to this.important area of knowledge.

I
g .6.

41.
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Hypotheses

In the natural communication environment, exposure to mass media messages
r

is Mostly,volvntary and a matter of individual choice. This means that exposure to

the first presidential debate on television was a matter of free choice for most

members of the television audience. This was also true Dor continuation of ex-

posure and reexposure to the same or subsequent debates and to the reports about
10,

the debateslin other sources of infotmation, such as newspapers, news magazines,

or radio. If exposure anelearning are matters of free choice, then the factors which

led to this choice need to be examined. An obvious assumption is-that attention

is given initially and continuously to materials which are congruent with or

satisfy,predisPositions.9 Put in another way, those individuals.Aadhose to

expose themselves frequently to the television debates and/or to repdits about

the debates in other media, did so because they sought certain grat*fi anions
.

from these experiences.

Emp hasis on the initiative of the audience brings into central focus Jm-
,

portance of consider ing the social-psychological attributes of individual audience
16. . 0

"members, if the effects of the debates in producing political learning ate-to be

understood. Among many possible attributes of the audience that might be investi-

gated in this rdgird, we have focused on two predispdsitional factors--one's .

interest in the presidential race, and one's kndwledge or familiarity with the

. ,

campaign issues and candidate qualifications and issue stands prior to the debates.
. - . .

.

Interest in the 1976 election &mpaigh in general., and in the presidential. .-
1

.
.

debates. in particular, is considered to
t
reflect a complex aggregation df motives

. ,

/that ori" ent a person to exposing herself/himselfto the debates and related re-

ports. Further, the degree of interest and attentiveness to political information

is probibly due to personal and social factors which existed, or the most part,

a

410:
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prior to exposure to the debates. Since 'interest and exposure are apparently

.

carrelpted,.preexisting interest leads to exposure. Exposure, in, turn, may

sustain'ar strengthen greexisfing interest. Since a correlational relationship

`-'....alinvolved, care

10 .

two. However,

t be taken in asserting a direction of causality between the

n this study in which clear time order is established between

interest levelefore the debates and learning from the debates, we can examine
A

the causal iff$ct.of interest on exposure to the debates and on the 'evel of

learning from' .the debites.

Thetecon4
,

to have causal

important

influence

I

aspect of individual predisposition that.is considered

on onel,s learning from the debates is one's knowledge
IF " b

slik gt

and fataillarity with the candidates and issues prior to the liamtes. It

brally accepted that individuals differ in their knowledge pattErns and that,
tte

Oven wiihin the'Same individual, patterns vary in complexity, depending on the

nature of particular issues and their salience to the individual.
11

An individual's

perceptual structure is determined by previous learning and allows the individual

. , .

tosprocess'and retain,. information more effectively. Without any preexisting fram

ji,

.

work -or knowledge regarding the candidates and issues,'the debates and information

regarding the debates would be extremely difficulttto process. 'Phis would be particu.

larly true for the more specific and detailed information abdUt complex issues.

.The above,,Consisprations.enabie us to predict that those who were more in-
.

:'terested an and better informed about the candidates and issues and the related

aspects of the'197ii campaign prior to the debates, were easier,to reach and were

able to learn more from the debates than those whose interest in the election and
pin

. . . .

knowledge about candidates and,i14es was lower. While the overall information
, .

0 .. ._ ..
level could have increased for,allmembers of the debate audience, the gap between

.
.
.

.

the knowledge -rich and knowledge-poor.was likely,to re

.rather _than diminish in the wake of the debate`,
( .

n stable, or to grow,

,

t
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-s
. We were able to examine these questions in dept because

.

we bad closely
.

. .

observed political learning by Pour smallianels of voters totalling 164,in-
- s. , .

.

dividuals, over the period of an entire year. Thisencompassed all phases of the

1976presidential-campaign, from the pre - primary days in January 1976, through

the primaries, the conventions, the post-convention phases, including the debates,

to the election and the immediate post-election period.

. .

Members of the four panels were selected fkom a randomly drawn sample of
....

. i.
, . ,

4
registered voters in Evanston (2 panels), a suburban community near Chicago,

in metropolitan I dianapolis, Indiana,.and "in Lebanon, New Hampshire, a small

New England tOiin, Th final sample was drawri to assure a-balance of demographic

ii .

characteristics.to re resent various levilt of interest in politits, availability

of time for-niws consumption, and attention to print and/or electronic media..

The findings of debate learning presented in this paper are based on the ex-
.

periences of 21 members of our panels who were selectt:L for eipeciallyintensive

analysis. Since Evanston is primarily a:uniiiiisity town, with little industry, the
.

. .

educational leirel runs higher than national averages. The descriptive:data from'
. / .

. . .

the panel as a whole on the extent of interest/knowledge and learning from the
. . .

debates should.be interpreted in light of this fact. Testing of the main hypotheses

and examinatian o relationships among variables, however, should not be seriously

biased by the higher-than average educational level of our-sample: '

A comparisdn of responses given to debate-related questions by members of

the inteijsive -study pinel and ,by members of the other three panels showed/n:5 sig-

nificant discrepancies in matters such as issue'saiience, attention to persoial
./

qualities of the candidates, or fluctuations in voting plans.
12
The same was true

wWea we compared' responses by our panel members with equivalent responses by

Gallup and Roper pdll interviewees throughout 1976.
13

This givep. ut confidence

that our respondents do not differ significantly in their"political learning be-

havior from teneral popu)ation samples. Intensive_study pf their ,politlical learning.

behaviors should reveal general patterns found commonly among voters with similar
.......

.

4,
arn

,
.

. ,
..

.

leing propensities.
1

. I.

. ,i / .
.

.
..

.
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1 presents th

panel.

Tabli(1): B round Ch

1. High Interest--Highiv

. .

A e
'25

38
45

74
75---4

2. High Intelest- -Low Av.

28

28

SS'
36

--6--

17

background Characteristics of the intensive study

acteristics of

.

ilibility Group
* ,

**
ex Education.
M College
M College
M. College

. .College
M Grade Sch.

ilability Group

F College'
;F College
.F College

M College
M College

3. Low Interest--High Availability Group

2i M College
46" . F High Sch.

8O F College
65 F High Sch.
:78 F High Sch.

. *. ,

4. Low Interest--Low AvailabilityGroup

.

/30 IM High Sch.
2/ M College
!a F High Sch.
136 .F High Sch.
56 F , 3rd Grade
62 M 'College

4.

t e Intensive Stud

Oc atlon
Research Engineer
Administrator
Academic
Lawyer
Blue Collar

.Home/Child Care
Corpoiation Exec.
Job/Home/Child Care
Government Admin.
Editor

Grocery Clerk
Dress Shop Owner
Homemaker
Bookkeeper
Homemaker

Hospital Clerk
Retail pies
Insurance Clerk
Nurse
Meld
Plant Manager

Panel *

Marital'Status ***
Single

. Married.
Married
Married

:Married.

.

Married
-Single f

. Married
Married
Married

Single
Married
Widowed
Widowed
Widowed

Single
Single
Single
Married
Widowed
Married

*Group assignmeRis are based on repiiei to nine question's which ascertained
interest and participation in politics and media use pattoks and life style
characteristics The latter two give clueS to the availability, of mass media
information for particulhy respondents. Scores weee baled on a combination of
self-assessment and objective measures.

**The designationsindicate completion of degree requirekents.

*** Occupational needs, and social needs related to marital stasis, had a strong

impact on frequencies of political diicussion.

t

1
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Members of thi vanston intensive study panel were personalty interviewed%

ten times throughoAt the election year. The interviews,which ran between one
, \

.

and two-and-a-half. urs in length, were tape-rezarded. Most questions were open-
,

endedand designed o
'1

. .

the questions as she,,

\

by more focussed ques

permik the respondent to formulate the major outkines,of

he perceived them.' These broad questions were then followed.

.

ons designed to get commentary from all respondents in the

same knowledge areas. Tc elicit as broad a response as possible, ptobes and follow-up

questions were unlimit adlr Probes routinely asked for the reasons which had

prompted particular anS\ .
.- . .

The members'of the ,n ensive panel also completed daily diaries throughout the
.

t It

year in Which theyirecordie news stories which had come to their attention fro

,.

the mass media or ihrough gyp, rsonalpntacfs. They were instructed to enter any

news story which they remele red at the time set aside for'diary completion, noting

briefly the main theme, the urce , the length of the story, the reasons for their

t_. \
.

interest in the story, and z'he.r reaction to it. A mioimuM of 30eminutes was
.

to elapse between .story exposu and diary entry to allow normal forgetting processes
so.

.

to operate. In most instances, \e actual interval was four hours or more. In

"1 -,
addition, members of the intensiv panel were questioned during each interview about

. an array of twenty %thirty news tires which had been covered by the news-
.

papers and/or television news_nrogr to which they normally paid attention.N
"4%

To.detect possible sensitizatk n effects which might result -from the .

-.4

repeated interviews and diary-keeping leveral checks wens run using respondents
.

..

who'had not been included in the four pailels. Recall of stories was.scored on a
,I.

..

four point" scale, ranging from 1 for "nook" to foulfor "a lot." The latter rating
...

, r
t ., .

4

was awarded whenever respondents teuld.spontaneou4y relate t4ree or more majOt ads-

pets of a news stdry. ComperisOns of the mean Tecall scbres showed no significant
,

. ...

.

. 4

differences between the panel meambers (7:=4,2.3 points ) and the control group

(7.204pointobased-oriresponsesaboUtwledge of randomly selected specificVH

recent Tows stories. (a4C.05).

the reason for tht small sarnle, ofqour e, is the desire to investigate
. .

*Or,

9.
A.,

t.
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$ -

the p litical learning proceavintensively, over an extended period of time. The

inten ive nature of the investigation, which demanded close'and prolonged monitor-

ing o the infcirmation supply"of specific respondents, collecting daily diaries,

and r searching life style details of panel members, made itmandatorx to limit

the n ber of respondents under study: The reward of this intensive effort is far

more intimate knowledge.ef respondents than is ordinarily possible,. This knowledge

.

is e sential in putting their verbal responses and their learning behaviors into

appr prilte contexts.

The key variables of the present study were assessed through.the following

1t -item lames:

INTEREST: The-level of interest in t/e 1976 election , the candidates, and

$ the issues throughout the pre-debate month was measured by the frequency of

lgctfon stories in each respondent's die ies: We assumed that inclusion of '

1

st ries in a respondent's diaries reflecte4 their salience to the respondent at

.

th tube of writing. Hence, we believe that the frequency of elettion stories in

the diaries provides an effective and reliable measure of a respondent's cumu-

1 tive interest level priof to the debates.

KNOWTE: -The extent of knowledgafand familiarity with the candidates and

.

ssues rior to the debates was scored by the extent of recall of election stories

.

n response tp questions in each of the interiews; starting in February, 1976.When

the KNOWLEDGE scores were compared aith.the responder 1 specific knowledge of
. ..

candidate qualifications and campaign issues, as measured after the-primarie , these.°

two'measures correlated with each other significantly. (r=.611101E<:.00.1). ,

. DEBAtE LEARNING: In assessing the respondents' learning Etch the debates,

either through television or through other sources, four questions wpre asked

shortly after the second debate and again after the last. The)vwere (1) "Wow

. 'much did you learn from the debates about' Ford/tart-err (2) "How much
,

/

41,

i.u
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.

dill you learn-from the debates about tte candidates' issue stands ?" 13),

.
.

..

"What specificthings about Ford/Carter did you learn the debate?" and
.

,

.

1 (4) "What specific knowledge did you gain-in terms of each candidate's issue
.

stands?" The first two items were asked to measure the respondent's self-

assessment of her/his learning from each of the debates. The third and fourth

items measured the actual knowledge of the respondent about candidate quali-'

lications and issue stands that had .been covered during the debates preceding the

.

interview. The self-assessment measures and the objective test
.
of learning correlated

..,
. . . .

.

. . ,

by r=.68 (k< .001) for issue learning and by r=.62 pp .,001) for-candidate learning.
,...

. .

TV EXPOSURE: The extent-to lihich the respondents exposed themsetes to

.

each of the live telecasts of the presidential debates was measured by six

levels »-none(1), less than 30 minutes (2), 30-45 minutes (3), 45-60 minutes (4),

.. .

.
61-75 minutes V) and more than 75 minutes (6); Titt.suR4f the scoresfor the

.

.

.

i .

. ' three presidential debates wasocomputed for each respondept's degree of exRoSure .

,
. : e- + . .9 . ,

to..the presidential debates on television.
.

PRIOR ATTITUDE: To chec4 for a possible relationship between one's'atti-

.

tude'towards the two candidates prior to the 'debates and the extent of exposure

to the televised debates, as well ai learning from the debates, we examined
I p

answers to's series, of questions posed after the conventions. l*pendents had
. > .

been asked to use a seven-point scale to indibate various degrees of agreement or

disagreement withthe following fpur statements: (1) "Ford/Carter, as Presi-

dent , could be trusted." (2) Ford/Carter has-the kind of personality a President

ought to have." (3)"Ford/Carter, as President,would'reduce unemployment:" And

(4) "Ford/Carter, as President, would make the government run better and make
. .

it more efficient." The*respondent's composite score from these four items is
.

4C 4
used as a measure of her/his attitude toward Ford and Carter prior to the debates.

,
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e

'10. , -

.. .

Find'inge
,

X As ationed earlier, the primary purpose of this.study is to explore
.

.

l

the overall effects of the 1976 presidential debates on political learning I.-

. . .

I.:

and to investigate. the factors that caused or contributed to the individual

.%?' .

. *

,W differences in learning from the debates. We have hypothesized two predispositional
.

,,

. .
t .

factors-- prioitnterest level , and the leiel of fulijiaAlranaknowledge regarding
.

ithe candidates and issues which individuals had already acquiAd'before the de-'

. .
... 4P

!

bates.
t
Me also investigated the relationships of,a.iew demographit variables. d

. .

age, sex, education -- to the level.oi interest and knowledge and thb patterns of

rc-

I

learning from the debates.
. a -

The results from the study are reported below underthree headings. These are

(1) the respondents' overall reactions to the debates, including fetendance'pat-

terns and learning reported from the debates;')(2) the relationship between pre-debate

interest and knowledge, aid debate learning; and (3) the effects of age,
1 .

sex, and education on learning from thdebates.

The Respondents' Overall Reactions to the Debates.

inmOndbur 21 l'esptndents, 6 did not witch any portion of the fixit debate.

Seven respondents did not watch any of the second and the third presidential

e

debate's. Two respondent's skipped all three debates. Only 2 respondents had a

0

perfect debate attendance record fOr tht.presidential debates by watching all

three in their entirety. Sixteen respondents watched the bulk of at least one

debate; four'of these watched two dtbates entirely. The primary reasons for

lkipping the televised enco%lnters were conflicting duties and engagements

at the time of the telecasts. Only two panel members cited lack of interest

.

as the pximary reason fof missing the' television performance. However,
4

lir

O
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11:-
the fact that other engagements were allowed to supersede the debates in so many

-

instances casts some doubts on the strength of our respondints' commitment to.

attention to the debate event.

Most of our respond is expressed som e degree of disappointment about theyay
,

. .

,the debates were handled. Primarily they complained &bout poor performance by
-

4

I.
.

r

the candidates, too much structure and lack of spontaneity in the debate format,
, a

or redundancy.of questions raised during the debates with preilously available

information. Unfavorable reactions declined slightly for the second .ancrihird

debate. While 17 out of 21 respondents had expressea. disappointment about the

first debate, only 10 and 7 respectively did so for the second and third debate.

The reasons for less dissatisfaction may be better

the later debatesor the audience may have become

. the:tates and to the candidates' performances-so

performance on Itl scores during
4

reconciled to the format of

that the gap between expectation

'andperformance had cloied\down.LThe tape transeripti support the litter reason.

A ooiresponding pattern was found in the respondents`' self-assessmenof

learning frOT the debates abolut-key,election issues and the 'candidates' positions
- .

on the issues. In the first debate, where expressed dissatiiiiation had been high,

pone of the respondents reported le,rnfng anything anew. In thes'eond debate,

however, complaints.dicreased and the'num6er reporting no new isSuClarning was
'<

-
.

,-.

redubed to 9. In the third, 'debate, the number-itporting no' neV, l, earping'rose to'

.1a,, but remained.661.ow.the first debate non-learning figure. As mentioned, the closing
. it.4,0*. . -e

,. of the,expectation-A iiformance gap_may explain the contnued,drocOmplaints. .6,
.

The total number of specific issues or

mentioned by the respondents was
)

54 for all

Candidate s ands on issues which were
. 4 -..

thile debates, an average of 1.6 issues

. . . .
.

per respondent. Measured agaifist even the most-modest expeCtations ., ththus is a
. . .

r - . ! ..
.. . ... - -

poor learning rate. Our expectations are' based on the assumption that in,attentive
,

ft

we
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citizen, in a presenta4an geared to her/his interest and level oftinderstandingi

11.

I
should be able to 'recall at 'least one out of every 100 issue mentions,; especially when

many issues were tovered repeatedly. A total of 166:questions was asked .n the

three debates. Coding up to three issue mentions for 'each response, .29 tissue
iV 1

mentions occurred, covering.diverseAspects of 26 issues. Nearly half:the issues

were mentioned more than 10 times. Yet the N1V learning rate , which Wbu41 have

meant an average of 3.0 statements-reflecting isae--/earning, was MCA' athieved.

. Learning froth the debates.about the personil qualities of the candidates was
. .

:

greater than issue learning Approximately half of the respondents said that the

learned something about Ford and Carter from each of the three debateS. the total,

number of specific peisonal qualities of the twocandidates which'were

cidated by the three debates, as j udged by our respond ts, was almost double4the
.

number of specific issues and issue stands that they had learned. A total"bt

qualities were mentioned , for anavetage of 3.9 qualities learne4 by e

.

respondent from the presidential debates. The personal qualities of the Candi

Which the respondents rePOrted,related to their look of sincerity, 'tens*, a

ay

-the way they handled themselves in the debates, their articulatipess and.sim4ar

, matters: IA 1

ates

xiety;

Ifone assumes that the answer to each of the 166 questions

debates provided an opportunity to \evaluate the personaland pro

fications of the candidates, then auk respondents had 332,opportu

in the ioiesidential,
.:44,

ion44:_tquan-
t=ft it

nities,to judge

4-
, ko. ,..r

the candidates along the dimensions which they had used in previous judgments. Baied,

:.- .., l' -

on these figures, the rate of learning abort qualities stands at 1.5 percent An 1 .1!

extremely modest, expecation of a 1%Jearning rate has been met.. Any higher ex-
.

pectatians or hopes , as expressed by people who view the desperatie process

optimistically, aile disappointied.

1

C.

L

it

I;
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.

le also examined the relationship between th total time spent on watching

the-television debates and learning. Did it really

. ,

chose to watch all or part of the 4ebates?.Considerin that the information about

as radio, newspapeis,

'atter whethei our ,respondents

k
-

the debates was also available-from other sources,. 's

and news magazines, it conceivably could be inconsequential whether the original

television medium was
.

used. We found that the relative length. of television expo -
f} . .

.

i,
. . . .

-I sure and the overall learning about the candidates and issues were positively
.

.

!

and signifiFantly related. The correlation coefficient between television watching
.

. . ,

-

and issue learning was .60 (rs;.001) when . 4earning was, judged from,salf-assess-.
4

.
4

4.N
ment and .41 (-2;:- . OS) when measured by specific issues mentioned by the respondents.

The television exposure was also positively related t6 the respondents' learning

4

4- about the candidates (r= .53, 11(.05) when learning was measured by self-assessment,
-

and r=.4S(F.4 05>1.15..measured by specific qualities reported. 'This shows clearly

10/
. . . .

that the length of actual television watching .significantly affected _ overall

1 \ t

leitrningifrom the debates. Whatever. public learning did occur from the debates

-- and we have indicated that it was a discernible,4yet modest 4Alount-- came pri-

marily from television.
t, 4-

k

Pre-DeDat Interest /.Knowledge and Debate Learning
,

The f nding that the debate period,Was a time of increased learning is further

supported by analysis of the trends-in,the interest level'in the months prior to

thedebates. Figure 1 depicts the percentage of election-related stories out of

:

the ,tqtal number of news items which the respondents accorded in their diaries,
a

fO ..w we o.
plotted monthly. It demonstrates hat the overall interest 11041 corresponded

closely with tile major events in the campaign profess. Overall attention to

election stories increased throughout the primaries and dropped to the original
I

level after the primaries. The attention level rose again during the Republican

and Democratic conventions, only to plummet Once more aftir the conventions.

1
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As the presidential debates approached) the subdded fntere

election revived and reached its highest peak of the elect
4

ko:
413,

V..
rnserFigure 1 about here :

,

t,of the public in, the

on season.In the ab-'

1

sence of comparative data from other years, we chniot assess 4 much of this rise
.

__ . must be attributed'to the debate stimulus, and how much reflected the normal
. . .

f

0

peaking of interest in the campaign when the eleqtAon was near.

The respondents' knowledge ani\tamiliariti with the candidates and issues,

,
as measured by the extent to which they recapedytelettion-related*news stories

during interviews, followed the same patterns is Observed in'Figuie 1. Recall

of election stories during the debates increased eonsideably, as it had dOoppduring

the primaries'and the conventions.

.r
Insert Figure 2 about here

..q

.110'- -
..----

.

tiee also found that learning about issues and candidates was-highly Correlated..
4. 1 1.

,t .

Those who learned most about issues from the debates, learned moqabout' the Can-
.,

1

didates as.well. The correlation coefficient between the two aspects of 'debate
4 ,

learning was .75:(11.:.61) when both variables were measured by specific inform-

I 4 '

ation learned, and .58 (2/.001) when measured by the respondents' subjective
4

. a.. A
assessments. In a similar manner.,, the learnfng.about the two candidates from the

-.. .

debates was closely related . Those who learned more about Fora-6. a' person also

learned, more about Carter. (r= .75, L. .001). No selectivity,*as obserired in
gt.
-..

. either Ford or Carter supporters in their learning about the twp candidates as
it:

. . , ,

well,as in their television exposure and their learning aboUt "Slues.

Insert Table.2'here

. .

i.

ti
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Inter6st*

(%)
100

90

70

60

SO

40

30

. 20

10

, February

4'
I

r. ! h'..

r.
1

4

2 3 4.. S 6 7' 8 9

Month
10 October

AO.

*The interest, evel repr.espis tha.prOportionof election - related stories" ,

-4 recorded in the respondents' diariesNuring.each month.

A

lb

Figure (1): Trends in Interest in the Electioi, February through October 1976

t
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x of election/
story recall

r.

3.5

3.0

2:5

2.0.

1.5

1:0

'O.S

O

, .

2.0 2.Sp

4

2.6
2.4 2-5 2.4,/

,

2.8

2.2

a -

4

I4

Interview No.
1-2 1-3 1-4 I-S 1-6, 1-7 1-8 1-9

*Interviei 2 concides with the. Illinois-primary; 5 Interview 3,
eight primariis_had been completea and 22 were yet to come; by
Interview`4y the primary season wds two-thirdi completed with
primaries'to come; by Interview45,4the primaries were over and the
Democratic Convention was three weeks away. Interviews 6 and 7Span
;the Democratic and Republican conventions. rnterview.ecoincides
with the debates. Ineerldinf 9 followed the election.-

,,

7sign (V: Knowledge of Election- Related News Stories During 1976'1
4

.41

c!

18
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Tabli (.2): Peaon Correlations between Evaluation of
Candidates and Exposure/Learning from the

: Debates

Evaluation of Ford

,
"164

Evaluation of Carter

Degree of
Exposure to -.01 ' .16
TV Debates

.
.

Learning about7
Ford (Self- -.04 -45(
Assessment)

Learning about, .

Ford (# of -..oii .

-.04'

Qualities)

Learning, about

Carter (Self- -.52*
f,

& -.29
Assessment)

,

Learning About
.-

,.

Carter (# of -' ' -.14. -.09
Qualities)

Learninilbabou;
Issues Self-'

Assessment) I
-.07

;
Learning about

11.2 .21

...

Isues (# of - ,
Issues). -.

4.

. . ...,..

*Signifieant at the,.05 level. All.other correlation cOefficipts
Are not S,ta*stically.significant at 'the .10 levil., ' '.

. .

.
. r a s,

19

t

.r

Noo
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.
. , /..,.

. AS reported in.Table 2, favorable or unfavorable evaluation of the two can-
.

* :. _% _ .,

.
. didates prior to the first debate did.not correlate with the amount of exposure

to the debates. Furtheriore, no significant relationship was .observed between
t i

. N 0
. o

v , .

therior,emaluation of Ford or Carter and learning about Ford/Carter after the

. .debates. Learning about the candidates from the debates was thus not affected by

the respondents' presxis.ting attitudei towards thecandiddies. One exception,

however,
.

4.s.tpe negative relationship between prior attitude toward Ford

aria learning,about Carter,. Those who were more favorable toward Ford reported
.

less learning about Cartel from the debates:However, this self-assessment was
4' .

u. :

not born out by our data on actual learning. We therefore conc/ide that actual 4..
.. 40

learning was not influenced by the ditgctipnality of attitude toward the-two

4. ,
candidates before the'dekates.

,

':(; - N-A

t

40. ..
4

. Given die taterall patterns of learning from,the debates and the develop-

mental trends of.public interest and knowledge throdgh the pre- debate months,
. .

we then tested the,data against our original hypotheses regarding the Interrelation-
.

. . .

I

. .

ship between the two predispositional factors interest and knowledge -- with

subsequent learning groin the debates, Table 3 shows that the levet of interest

Insert Tp 3 bere- 4

in the election prior to the debates was positively associated with the ;)ctInt'

to which the respondents watched the debateson television and withlie various
. .

learning about issues and candidates, A similar and even strongermeasures. of

correlation between prior knowledge and debate learning was found.
v t,

1 1
We can i from these results that' learning, from the.'

.i,

, .

,presidential debates was influenced by :the interest and -
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Table (3): PeafelinCorrelations between Prior Interett/Knowldge 4
and ExpOsure/Ledrning from the .

Debates., ..
. ,

. , ..

c i

% ' ' 4 I '
.

.. ,.,
1 , :.4. 8

1,
='' rior Intere§t- Prior KnoWledge

..

Degree of 1

, .,

TV. exposure

1

Learning,about
Issues Pelf- ,
Assessment)

Learning about' ;

' Issues (# of .

rssues]_
. a..

r
-

Learning about..1.

. Cangdates
(Self - Assessment)

. . .-.

''
,3S.

-.20

.`21

' .

v
.43

I
.

.37
*

:

,.
4

r

i'

w
*.

:

.34

n -

.35.
-

**

4

4

...

,..

.
.

.;S64,

***
.68

*f*Learningabout
.

CanUiZifiik:'
(# of Qualities)-

!.

.

---1--- *Significant at the .10 levelt
: . .

**S2gificant a 1

* scant at the .001 level

10

*

0

-
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el
6.

t ,

. knowledge that the respondents already possessed prior to-the debates. The effect

the 'debates onth e respondents. acquisitiqn of nowledge were,stronger among
) ...r :

6 Who had already displayed a greater'degrn,of interest and khoOledge prior
.

3
t : ,

,. - 0_.

to the debates, than among those who had less interest and knowledge aboutcthe,
:.4-... to'. ... ..

ion. Infortition transmitted to the public through. the teleVlaid:debate4
, . : .,

.

minforced preexisting interesx. and'knowledgel rather than equalising theodif-
t

, .
I .4 ;.

ferentiak level of knowledge among vdters. The results clearly inchoate eigto
. /

k 4 ,I I
,,

$ i
the process of knowledge acquisitlon is continuous and cumulative.throughout:the

election year, rather tV
.7

n subject to den chnngii due to spectacular events

.

6ch as the prsidentir
(
debates.

'

....^..
0 At

Op 6'
2....

The Effects of Age, Sex, and Education on Learning.
44

.
.. Raving established the relationship betWeenprjor

.
interest and knowledge,.

..

c
.. .

t. tw: r t .

on one hand and learning froM the debates on the other, we furtheatte9eted to
*

.
,

, .,
explore possible relationships between some demographic,And,prediiO4itional'ohar
6: . .4

acteristics of the respondents and their learning'fxdii the debates: Table 4 reports
,

s . .

the correlation coefficients between age, Sex,educition and prior interest and .

, , . . w
.

. . ,&

knowledge before the debates and the indicators 'of learning from,the debates
.. .

....

.
. 't .. ... ,

. ... ,

L
-0 _ t .... I.

Insert Table 4 here
.

.,

\i.
.

... ,

\ -
. ..

t 2

The table shines tqat'the respondent's age and .sex bear no signific4nt.relaiion tor
...

. .--- .4 0 04\
her/his pre-debate interest level and' RWOwledie abo the election. IxoNelpt.for.a

. ,

0 . I .1. . ...0

negative relationship between advInced age and learni bout
1%

s S%
.

:

specific issues from the debates, there is no signIficadt*influenoe on oih india

1

- , . .
. .. 0..

cators of learning. Education, on the other hand,'`isisignificantly relates t one's .

.

6i e .

influences'knowledge of election stories prior to'the debates. 'Education also luenceslIgnific
,. ! ,

.

1 .

-antly the extent toothich the; respondents learned about theoissues apd,candidate from
.

.
*, .-, ,.

. .. "

. _

the presidential debates. Education, although influencing one's knowledge and,

'
t I -

4 .

:, t4
,

,,

.t. , 22
,

ii. . .i -... 1.F. I
I

1 f .d.
I

o
i -..f #

.
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4

.

-1
'

:fable (4): Pearson Correlations bitwientpx, kge, Educatiow and
rnterest/linowledge/Learning from de. Debates ' .

, , .
.

Sex . Age' Educition

Prior Interest .04

Prior Knowjedge -.21

Learning about
Issues (Self- .01-

Assessment)

C
Learning about.

(# of . .05
Issues)

beaming about
Cindidates, .10

(SeIf-Assessmspt)

Learning about
Candidates -.438

(# of qualities)

.00 ..31

--:{ 4
)

.18 -.01 , .,

-.07 .34

-.29
* **

.47

***,.
.02 \ .53

43
***

.59

r.

tv

1"

"
.4

*Signifitant at" the .10 Idvel
**Iignificaneat the :05 1

***Significant at the .01 lev 1..

c'
'I

al

t.
46.

t

4.:

,4
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learning aboue,issues and

nificant.ly related to one

predict level of interest

level 'of educatiofi.

candidates before and after the debates, is not sig-
.

's interest level. As with sex rd age, one cannot

in the election and in the debates Trim the respondent's

Summary and Conclusions

The present paper has demonstrated a few empirical bases from which we

can assess the impact of the 1976 presidential debates on political,learning.

Fiirst,.this study showp that the debatesdid produce a measurable impact

e'.

on audience members.They stimulated most of our respondents ,foWatch pne or
-7

. more of the televised encounters-and expoti themselves thereby to urge doses

of election information.,They contributed to the sharp rise in,level of in-,
.

- ,

terest in the elegtion which occurred early 'in October. They also led to small

increases in the audiencV.s,knowledge about candidates and issues. These ef-% .

fects occurred for all the respondents in our panel, regardless of their pre-

.

debate attitudes towards the presidential candidates:.

AltWOugh the knowledge gains were quite modest, they indicatelthat the

audience was still receptive.in the final weeks of the long' campaign to learning

more about the candidates as well as the issues. Whether.parning would have
. .

A4 . .
. ,been greater if the debates had occurred earlier in the,campaign, or if the

debate-format had been different, remains a matter for-conjecture on which

the data presented here shed no light. Nonetheless, theie kinds.of questions

ought to receive serious thought yrior to repeating the 1976 experience, in
.

another ppesidential election.

-Secondly, we found substantial differences in knowledge sain`between those

.

..:bf high interest and knowledgeand those of lesser interest and knowledge dujing
. .

,

the pre-debate periOd. Those who already knew much,about the,plection learned more.
.

. .

\-0

e

2
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4'

0

. .

Again,thise differences were unrelated to the respondents' prior attitudes

toward the candidates. The findings about.kno,

quesiion about learning incentives and their likely consequences. One might

ledge gains answer.an intriguing

assume that the comparatively' uninformed would have learned most from the
.

debates because they realized that they needed additional inggrmation. FN. them,

t e debates, might constitute klast,chance to catch up on-missed.information,
AV

. 'jest in time for the election. Similarly,.onemight assume that the comparatively
. .

1401-informed might learn little because they might ignore additional election

I

0
'-'

0
9 . ,,

information, believing that they had already learned much and7htncp were,u,n;
.

i
1 keiy to .dicover many new thihgs to learn during the debates. Contrary to

/

I.

le°

" --
s44 ch a possibility, the present study supported our initial hypothesis that"

the learning trends established prior to the debates contint!d throughout the

debate period. I

4 .

Thirdly, we have shown thatof thy three demographic factors which we

.

examined -- age, sex, and education -- only the level of education influenced

political leaning. Responclents.who had achieved higher educational levels

displayed greater knowledge throughout the e lection year and learned more

from the debates than those with

capacvfor'learning, which has

less formal education. Mil differential ;

t..

been demonitrated by other studies,
.

indicates the need to reconsider the method of dispensing election information.

Was,the campaign ; includingAhe debates, conducted at an intellectual leVel \
,.. i

which was beyond the comprehension of much of the electorate? Did it 41'1 to '.24*-. '"..

- -

i

1

.,

stir the interests of the bulk of voters? If the answers are affirmative-=
'

,

441..

as they be, judging froOLthe responses of our panel theft one needs

.

to investigate uhat,might have been done to change at least these deleirents
.

b

II

to
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.1I

- -

to learning.
16 it teems particularly important to'findways t assist the less

well-educated and the less well-informed in understanding the c didates andflthe

.

major electiowissues. A recent studimAy point the wry. Its finding$ indicate

thatthat simple formats
.
of news presentation, such.as those.which preVail in'or-

...

Ainary television newscasts, can serlee'ai "knowledge levelers" between people
.,

, . it

of variops educational,ley.els. ., .

Thefinding that age and sex did not make any difference irvinterest , learning,

and knowledge leveXeRns counter to prevalent popular ngtions that there are age-
.

linked differences in political learning at both ends of ihe age ,spectrum , and

Avil
that political knowledge levels differ substantially among lien and women. However,

%

the finding is in-accord with recent studies which indicate that sex and aging
. .

.

differences tend to disappear when one controls for education.. Since ouest4di

did not includejyoung voters betweeriiiie ages of,18 and '22;.the lower interest-
. .

and learning rates which one might have predicted for this, group, did not come.

;into lay. "'s
_

.

fourthly, we have demonstrated that the effeCtS of spectacular political events,.
4 .

. . .

such as the debates, on political learning.; cannot be studied adequately if the
,.

,
*

' ..1. :4')

4
occurrence is viewed in isoUtion Debates, canVentpons7.primaries, and similar

;
highly poblic*zed and dramatic occurrences are part-of an-information process

which is cumulative throughout the year.. They add to the previously disseminated
.. .

fund of information About candidates and
41 -

issues. The contribution which they can
., ,

, . » .
. .

.make depends on the richness or poverty. of previously disseminated information.
.

....Likewise, the political learning that occurred -during the debates was part

of a continuous process. How.moch and what type ofinformation a given individual
,

, .

could learn depended very much on the nature of pre-debate learfling.44ne could

.not measure the extent of knowledge,gains from the debates without establishing

4

a

-

2b
#
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.. . :

. .

thb level of pre debate featning as the poi& of departureNor could one judge

, .

whether 'the, debates were a major learning event, or just a small ripple inLthe
i

, .

. .

sea of learning, without cdhparing debate learning with learning froM .gtIer
.

major events, such as the conventions or the primaries.

.

Lastly, a comment about the basic nature of our study seems in order. We

have examineclthe relation of .a variety of factors to politiCal,learning.Many

'". of var. findings require further testing with larger samples.However, since

.
5ocaminition, of these factors has involved intensive study of respondents over

. . , ,
.

...

.a prolonged time span, iticould not have been aO ddrplished if large samples had
,

. .
,

.

%_ 4

.,been used initially.,Hence this study demonstrateithe utility ,of the small,
,Ir

i
..,

intensive sample approach for pilot-testing of major hypotheses concerning
.

..
political learning.

V`

.2°

0
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Footnotes

, 1

1.The folldking 'sources were monitored for pre-and post-debate coverage: early
evening network news on ABC, CBS, NBC; local news on CBS and NBC;ftess coverage:..
in the New York Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, Boston Giobe,.Bangor Daily News,
Chicago Tribune, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Detroit Free Press, Topeka Daily Capital,
Houston Chronicle, Miami Herald, Raleigh News 8 Observer, Atlanta Constitution,
Los Angeles Times, Seattle Daily Times, Denver Post, Salt Lake City Tribune, Chi-
cago Daily Defender, National Observer, Wall Street Journal; and Washington Post.
Two representative articles , illustrating the point made in the text, are a
Chicago Tribune editorial and news story on September 25th by Jim Squires, titled
"Debate prize: One third of voters still undecided;" and a New York Times story
of October 7th by R.W. Apple, Jr., titled "Carter, focusing on Ford record, gains
among independents in poll."

-2. William R. Cantrell, Mighael A. Colella, and Alan D. Monroe, "The 'Great Debates
of 1976: A Quasi-Experimental Analysis of Audience Effects," Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the MidwestlAssociltion for Public Opinion Research, 1976.

Jack Dennis and Steven H. Chaffee, "Impact of the Debates Upon Partisan ,
Image and Issue Voting, in Great Debates, 1976, Ford vs. Carter, Sidney Kraus,
'ed., Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, forthcoming ; Paul R. Hagner and
Lergy N. Rieselbach, "The Presidential Debates in the 1976 Campaign; A Panel

Study," Midwest Political.SciOce As ()elation Paper, 1977.

3.Lee Becker, David Weaver, Doris Grab. r, and Maxwell.McCombs, "Influence of the.

Debate; on Public Agendas." In Great Debates 1976, op. cit., forthcoming.

4. Elihu Katz and Jacob J. Feldman, "The Debates in the Light of Research: A Sur-
vey of Surveys in Sidney Kraus, ed., The Great Debates: Background, Perspective,

I Effects. Glouster, Mass: Peter Smith, 1966, pp. 173-223.

5.' These purposes were stated in the' moderators' remarks , preceding each debate.
They can be found in debate texts, reprinted in the New York Times and othei
papers , quoting Edwin Newman for the first debate, Pauline Frederick for the
second debate,and Barbara Walters for. the th &rd debate.

6. Saul Ben-Zeev and Irving R. White, "iffects and ImplicatiOns," in SidneY Kraus,
ed., The Great Debates: Elackground, Perspective,- Effects. Glouster, Mass: Peter
Smith, 1968, pp. 331-337.

1

I.Joseph,Trenaman'and Denis McQuail, "The Effects' of Television and Other Media,"
in JosOn Trenaman and Denis McQuail,Television and the Political Image. London:
Methuen, 1961, pp. 182-206.

.

8. Katz and Feldman, cited in note 4 Similar findings for 1976 are discussed by

Arthur H. Miller and Michael MacKuen, "Who Saw What.and Why: The 3'976 Debates,"
American Association for Public Opinion Research Paper, 1977; and Lee B. Becker,

Idowu A. Sobowale, Robin E. Cobbey, and Chain H. Eyal, "Effects-of the 1976 De-

bates on. Voter's Understanding of the Candidates and Issues," Communications'

Research Center, Syracuse University, 1977.

28
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44.

9. Walter Weiss,"Effects of tht Mass Media of. Communication," in Gardner Itindzey
and Elliot Aronson, eds., The Handbook of Social Psychology, 2nd ed., Vol. V,
Reading,. Mass: Addison4Wesley Publishing Co., 1969, pp. 77-195.

p. 155. 1

11. Crockett, "Cognitive Complexity and Impression Formation," in B.A..Maher,
ed., Progress in Experimental Personality Research. New York: Academic Press,

4965, Vol. 1, p. 53.

12. See for instance the data cited in Becker, Weaver, Graben, and McCombs, cited

,
in note 3, above. Besides the authors of this paper, major collaborati*s in this
study were Maxwell McCombs and Lee Becker and associates, Syracuse'University,
and David Weaver and associates, Indiana University.

13. See, for example, the candidate preference polls add "Most Important Prob-
lem polls in the Gallup Opinion Index starting with No. 126 in January,
1976 and extending throughout the calendar year. Also see the Roper polls
on election knowledge published in the New York Times, as well as the CBS -
Times, polls. Examples are polls published on June 3rd and 4th under the
heading PPoll Finds. Voters Unsure about Candidates' Positions" and "Poll
Finds Public Haty on Candidates." For most-polls, there was no significant
difference between the disthbution of responses of our panel members and
those.of poll respondents.

14. The argument that generalizable findings about human behavior can be made
on the basis of intensive study of small numbers of individuals has been.
made persuasively by many scholars.Examples are.Steven R. Brown, "Intensive
Analysis in-Political Research," Political Methodology, Vol. 1, 1974, pp.
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